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HELLO
AGAIN,
Discover our product news: secure special moments 

with the new Pacifica II Photo Paper 190 matt 3357 
the bright white, extremely smooth high quality photo 

paper for solvent inks is ideal for brilliant photorealistic 

prints. The Nina Easy Frame Canvas 350 matt 3577 

has been developed for the industrial framed art and 

photo application sector offering an economical alter-

native. For high quality light box films we have the Ari-
ana Backlit Heavy 230 matt 3365 and Ariana Back-
lit Light 165 matt 3366 for you.

A new hotel in the ‘a-ja’ group has been decorated 

using the SIHL DESIGN2WALL media. For the big pro-

ject more than 4500 square metres of the Non-woven 
design2wall Sol 195 satin 2511 was printed with 

individual images. The wallpaper was hung in various 

rooms and public areas of the new ‘a-ja’ hotel in Bad 

Saarow, located near Berlin. Take a look behind the 

scenes on pages 6-7.

The SIHL DESIGN2WALL collection has been expan-

ded with the addition of various embossed variations. 

The textures lend the wallpapers an elegant optic, out-

standing depth and unique look, making them ideal for 

individual interior designs. More on page 8.

The updated SIHL Graphic Arts catalogue 2016 is now 

available with inspiring new products, order your copy 

today.

We wish you an interesting, knowledgeable read 
through this edition of sprint!

SIHL EASY2WALL -
ONE-STOP SHOP FOR
FLEXIBLE WALL DESIGN
Under perfect conditions Sihl Direct CH attracted enthu-

siastic attention with SIHL EASY2WALL at the Swissbau 

show, this trade show is among the top building shows in 

Europe and every two years it is the central meeting point 

for the construction industry. Over five days around 1100 

exhibitors met over 100,000 visitors, this provides the exhi-

bitors with the opportunity to gain a comprehensive view 

of the market, as well as allowing them to learn about the 

latest products and service providers, everything in and 

around the topics architecture, planning, materials, interior 

decoration and design. The ideal setting for the introduc-

tion of SIHL EASY2WALL.

Sihl Direct offers the complete solution, the full creative 

freedom in the design and execution of room decoration, 

freeing you from all challenges – from the planning to the 

actual application. „You have the idea and we implement 

it”, this is the promise of SIHL EASY2WALL. As a One-

Stop Shop, the specialists implement what their customers’ 

want, where they want it. They offer application and de-

sign advice through to materialisation and digital printing, 

through to the application; the customer gets everything 

from one single, simple source!

Further information and application examples will be pub-

lished in the summer edition of Sprint, or at 

www.easy2wall.ch or contact:

Rita Krasniqi, Graphic & Design 

rita.krasniqi@sihl.com 

+41 (0) 79 549 66 28
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MAKE PHOTOS TANGIBLE
Let special moments be tangible with the new SIHL Pacifi-
ca II Photo Paper 190 matt 3357. The bright white, out-

standingly smooth qualitative photo paper for solvent and 

latex inks is the ideal solution for brilliant photorealistic re-

productions, posters, signage and indoor advertising. 

The printed image is scratchproof, water-resistant and can 

even process high ink densities. The high opacity stops co-

loured areas showing through. Thanks to the special com-

position of the coating your prints will achieve high optical 

densities with bright colours and a captivating colour ga-

mut, especially for a matt photo paper.

The FSC ® certified base material ensures that this product 

contributes to the sustainable use of resources.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Product SIHL Pacifica II Photo Paper

Product number 3357

Surface finish matt

Surface weight 190 gsm

Thickness 190 µm

Opacity > 97 %

Chromaticity (D65 / 10°) L*94.2 a*2 b*-7.5

Whiteness (CIE, D65) 120 %

The new Graphic Arts catalogue and its associated 

sample booklets are now available. In both the hard-

copy and the online version you can find all existing 

and new products. Divided into inks technologies and 

subdivided within product category allowing you to 

quickly find the appropriate product.

Order your copy from your SIHL contact or download 

a copy from the website: www.sihl.com

Pacifi ca II Photo Paper 190

 matt 3357 

Pacifi ca II – 

Make photos tangible

Photo Solvent 

Bright white, super smooth, 

cockle free, high performance 

matt photo paper for vibrant 

photo-realistic reproductions, 

posters, graphic images, 

advertising and indoor signage.

 Bright white, scratch and 

water resistant

 Absolute cockle free

 Instant dry

 No show-through

 Exceptional colour rendering 

with high density and colour 

gamut

 FSC® certifi ed paper

Advantages
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Printers      
Ink

Epson SureColor SC-series Inkjet with Eco Solvent

Epson Stylus Pro GS-series Inkjet with Eco Solvent

HP DJ L-series
HP Latex ink

HP Latex-series
HP Latex ink

Mimaki JV400 SUV
Inkjet with Solvent-UV

Océ CS-series
Inkjet with Eco Solvent 

Roland SC-series
Inkjet with Solvent ink

Roland VersaCAMM -series Inkjet with Eco Solvent

Roland CJV-series
Inkjet with Eco Solvent

For further details please refer to our website www.sihl.com

Total weight
190 gsm

ISO 536

Thickness
190 μm

ISO 534

Opacity
> 97 %

ISO 2471

Whiteness (CIE / D65) 120 %
ISO 11475

Chromaticity (D50 / 2°) L* 94.2 a* 2 b* -7.5 ISO 13655, M0

This data is for orientation only.

Physical Properties

List of printers

Sihl s.a.s.

27 bd d‘Anvaux

BP 227
36004 Châteauroux Cedex

France
Phone  +33 (0)2 54 60 37 20

Fax   +33 (0)2 54 60 37 45

www.sihl.com

Inkjet Photo Media.Leave a lasting impression.

S i h l  b r i n g s  i m a g e s  t o  l i f e .

S i h l  b r i n g s  i m a g e s  t o  l i f e .



HIGH PERFORMANCE WITH THE BEST PRICE
With the addition of Nina Easy Frame Canvas 350 matt 
3577 SIHL expands the collection of canvases for water-

based inks, specifically designed and developed to compe-

te in a cost-sensitive market for high volume production. 

This product not only offers customers the competitive pri-

ce factor but it also has many processing advantages. 

With a cotton / polyester blend base material and a 1:1 

structure, the canvas structure is noticeable, yet fine 

enough to allow photo reproduction with no negative ef-

fects possible. 

To counteract problems when mounting the canvas on 

frames, great care was taken during the development of 

the new coating to find an optimal mix of flexibility and 

robustness. This led to the development of a product that 

doesn’t tear at either a 90° nor a 180° angle. No unattrac-

tive white scoring appears thanks to the newly improved 

coating, even during productive operation.

The optimal processing abilities of the Nina Canvas have 

been tested and proven by the company Imaging Solu-

tions in Regensdorf, Switzerland, using Fastframe 1000. 

Fastframe 1000 is an automatic framing system used to 

mount canvas to frames, it can frame more than 80 can-

vases an hour. Test images, containing a lot of dark areas, 

were framed in different sizes – producing problem-free 

results. Regardless of which waterbased inks were used to 

print, there was no white scoring or any other damage to 

be found.
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Nina Easy Frame Canvas has been 

developed for industrial framed 

art and photo application for 

best value. The special and 

particular attention given during 

the production and development 

made it possible to create an 

economical and quality product. 

In addition to standard water-

based inks this media is also 

compatible with HP Latex inks

(a 2" spindle is then required).

Canvas matt

Nina Easy Frame Canvas 350

matt 3577

Nina Easy Frame Canvas –

High performance, top value!

Advantages

Real cotton/polyester canvas

(1:1 structure)

Best cost : performance ratio

Resistant to white scoring

(90°/180°)

It can also be used hassle-free

in automatic stretching

maschines

Sihl AG

Bolligenstrasse 93

CH-3006 Bern

Phone  +41(0)31 340 89 00

Fax   +41(0)31 340 89 93

www.sihl.com

Printer

Ink

List of printers

For further details please refer to our website www.sihl.com

m
g/m²

370

Weight

515

Thickness

Whiteness

87 (WCIE)

Data mentioned in this product sheet represent a guideline.

Physical Properties

HP DesignJet Z2100 / Z3100 / Z3200

HP DesignJet Z6100 / Z6200 / Z6600 / Z6800

Epson Stylus PRO 4880 / 7880 / 9880 / 11880

Canon iPF 6300 / 6350 / 8300

VIVERA

VIVERA

Ultrachrome K3 VM

Epson Stylus PRO 4900 / 7900 / 9900
Ultrachrome HDR

LUCIA EX

HP DesignJet L260 / L280
Canon iPF6400 / 8400

LUCIA EX

IR Curing / Latex

HP DesignJet Latex 310 / 330 / 360 / 3000
IR Curing / Latex

Inkjet Artistic Specialties

The efficient choice.

S i h l  b r i n g s  i m a g e s t o  l i f e .

Nina

Nina
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Nina Easy Frame Canvas has been 

developed for industrial framed 

art and photo application for 

best value. The special and 

particular attention given during 

the production and development 

made it possible to create an 

economical and quality product. 

In addition to standard water-

based inks this media is also 

compatible with HP Latex inks

(a 2" spindle is then required).

Canvas matt

Nina Easy Frame Canvas 350
matt 3577

Nina Easy Frame Canvas –

High performance, top value!

Advantages
Real cotton/polyester canvas

(1:1 structure)Best cost : performance ratio
Resistant to white scoring

(90°/180°)
It can also be used hassle-free

in automatic stretching
maschines

Sihl AGBolligenstrasse 93
CH-3006 BernPhone  +41(0)31 340 89 00

Fax   +41(0)31 340 89 93

www.sihl.com

Printer

Ink

List of printers

For further details please refer to our website www.sihl.com
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Weight
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Data mentioned in this product sheet represent a guideline.

Physical Properties

HP DesignJet Z2100 / Z3100 / Z3200

HP DesignJet Z6100 / Z6200 / Z6600 / Z6800
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HP DesignJet L260 / L280

Canon iPF6400 / 8400
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The efficient choice.
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Backlit Films
Overview - Aqueous inks

Ink-savingReverse print

Sihl AG
Bolligenstrasse 93
CH-3006 Bern / Switzerland
Phone +41(0)31 340 89 00
Fax +41(0)31 340 89 93

Web: www.sihl.com
E-mail: sales@sihl.com

Robust High-end

Suitable with backlight ON and OFF

For use with backlight ON

Light

Heavy

Mirror Backlit Film Reverse Print 125
glossy 3633

Backlit Film Front Print WR 145
matt 3856

Backlit Film Front Print WR 220
matt 3940

Ariana Backlit Heavy 230
matt 3365 

Ariana Backlit Light 165
matt 3366

SuperDry LightBox Film 175
satin 3461 

Extremely high black density
Very wide colour gamut
Ideal for photographic and 
artistic projects

-
-
-

High ink limit
Improved scratch resistance
Best for HP standard profiles

-
-
-

Low ink consumption
Ideal for light ON/OFF application
Best for Epson and Canon 
standard profiles

-
-
-

Reverse print backlit film for 
pigmented inks
Two-view application

-

-

EXPANSION TO THE BACKLIT ASSORTMENT
In order to meet the diverse customer needs, SIHL expands 

its Backlit assortment for waterbased inks with two new 

products Ariana Backlit Light 165 matt 3366 and Ari-
ana Backlit Heavy 230 matt 3365. Both films have the 

same coating, differing only in the thickness of the transpa-

rent polyester film, which forms the base of these products. 

During development the main focus was on improving the 

compatibility with standard profiles of the HP Z-series, a 

high stability for clean cut edges and a high scratch resis-

tance.

At a glance, it is hard to distinguish either of these new pro-

ducts from the classic SIHL Backlit films: Backlit Film Front 
Print WR 145 matt 3856 or the Backlit Film Front Print 
WR 200 matt 3940. Both coatings are matt and are sui-

table for light ON/OFF applications, they offer high colour 

brilliance and strong contrast regardless of being illumina-

ted from behind or without lighting.

 

The differences are first noticed during the printing of the 

films. The Ariana coating can be printed quicker and can 

take more ink saturation leading to higher ink limits. With 

the use of the standard Backlit profiles on the HP printers 

an optimal brilliance with no bleeding or flooding of ink is 

achieved. The existing products met their limits when HP 

profiles are used, which leads to an optimisation of ink den-

sities in many cases.

It is quite a different case with Canon and Epson printers. 

Epson printers often don’t have a pre-installed profile in 

their system for Backlits. Therefore it’s more difficult to 

achieve a good colour brilliance with high ink absorption 

when printing on the classic backlit media. For the Back-
lit Film Front Print WR 145 matt 3856 and Backlit Film 
Front Print WR 200 matt 3940 a profile for Fine-Art pa-

pers can be used, as they too achieve high colour brilliance 

with low ink densities. A similar situation is apparent with 

Canon printers: thanks to high brilliance with low ink den-

sities up to 10% can be saved on ink. For full surface dark 

images this is nearly a difference of 0.50 - 0.80 gsm.

The additions to the collection will allow every customer to 

find a a solution to meet their requirements: regardless of 

maximal ink limits, low ink consumption or whether a sim-

ple production is the main focus, the perfect solution is to 

be found!

Detailed product information can be found at

www.sihl.com
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INTERIOR DESIGN STRENGTHENS HOLISTIC HOLIDAY
EXPERIENCE
The a-ja Resorts allow their guests to experience a 
holiday using all their senses. In addition to the com-
fortable, modern facilities, this now includes an at-
tractive room design. As an important part of the 
room design a-ja Resort in Bad Saarow have included 
digitally printed wallpapers from SIHL, which have 
been printed with various images opening doors to 
new possibilities in interior design.

In the a-ja Resort, the guests are not only given a place 

to sleep but they are also offered that full holiday feeling. 

They receive relaxation and can take their pick of various 

wellness products on offer, cut to individual requirement 

and wishes.

On top of this, the brand “a-ja. Das Resort”, places high 

emphasis on special interior designs: to tantalise your sen-

ses and leave you with a holiday experience. This starts in 

the lobby; when one enters the lobby they are not just 

entering a lobby but they are surrounded by a meadow 

of flowers with the sound of birds singing ringing in their 

ears. „At this point our guests become aware that this is 

the place for a holiday and quality time”, says the a-ja re-

sort manager Andreas Winkler.

Modern wall design with wallpapers
Alongside the decoration like lamps, tables and chairs the 

a-ja resort Bad Saarow used digitally printed wallpapers to 

give the rooms an unforgettable character. „Regardless of 

whether the guest is sitting or passing through the buil-

ding, each room reaches out to all of their senses”, explains 

Andreas Winkler. So guests can dine in “Nature” under 

real trees or sit in the family area under Lego bricks. In 

the quiet room of the Spa, Baroque embellishments exude 

tranquillity and relaxation. And in the corridor, on the way 

to the restaurant, dishes in retro style stir the anticipation 

of delicious, comfortable foods.  

The resort managers experienced the impact of individu-

al wall design at the first two locations in Germany: In 

Warnemünde around 50 square metres of digitally prin-

ted wallpaper was hung. The second project in Grömitz 
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07 SUCCESS STORY

near Lübeck saw this increase to nearly 900 square metres. 

In the third resort Bad Saarow, the wall design concept 

was kept consistent throughout the whole hotel. A total of 

over 4500 square metres of printed wallpaper was hung, 

of which approximately 3500 square metres was hung in 

the 150 hotel rooms and about 1500 square metres can be 

found in public areas of the resort. The chosen non-woven 

wallpaper was from SIHL (see box below).

„Every image was carefully designed and perfectly mat-

ched with all elements found in the room. This results in 

a design unit, creates a unique atmosphere, allowing very 

individual, unique experiences”, Andreas Winkler enthusi-

astically describes the concept.

Quality and durability
To achieve the desired effect, the image quality plays a de-

cisive role. „The goal is a visual vibrancy that touches our 

emotional senses. With our wallpapers we create a kind of 

3D effect, which almost brings the flower meadow or the 

trees in the forest alive.” says the resort manager.

Another important property of the SIHL DESIGN2WALL 

wallpaper used is its robustness and durability for for eve-

ryday use. „Guests accidently bang their luggage or other 

objects against walls and then there’s the question of hu-

midity in the Spa and bathing areas”, explains Andreas 

Winkler, who wanted a long-term interior design concept.

The feedback from the guests about the interior design 

and wall design has been positive. On relevant online re-

view sites you can find comments like: „We especially liked 

the extravagant style of interior decoration, which was 

consistently present from bedrooms through to the restau-

rant.” Or „Beautiful, unusual design, fresh and modern.”

„The success proves us right. The product range, the com-

fort of the furnishings and the interior design at our hotel 

form a symbiosis for holistic holiday experience.” explains 

Andreas Winkler. 

The resort manager at Bad Saarow is convinced that indi-

vidually printed wallpapers open doors to unlimited possi-

bilities for interior decoration and is already planning the 

next project, application within his personal, private sur-

roundings: „I am in the construction phase of building a 

new home, and my wife and I are seriously considering a 

printable non-woven wallpaper for our wall decoration.”

The digital printable wallpaper
Modern digitally printable technology ensures practi-

cally unlimited possibilities for wallpaper design. The 

image diversity is immense thanks to the various image 

banks available and lower pricing of images. Applica-

tion of digitally printable wallpaper is dominated by 

non-woven materials. In handling and durability they 

offer obvious advantages. However, the main quality 

feature is the coating on the base material. As provi-

der of high quality functional coatings, Sihl the Coating 

Company has a complete collection of digitally printa-

ble wallpapers under the brand name SIHL DESIGN-

2WALL. Bad Saarow used the SIHL Non-woven desi-
gn2wall Sol 195 satin 2511 wallpaper.

The a-ja resorts
The a-ja resort and hotel GmbH is a subsidiary of the 

DSR Hotel holdings. With holiday resorts in attracti-

ve and established destinations on lakes, in the moun-

tains, the brand a-ja provides a solution to affordable 

spa holidays in the German speaking countries.
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MORE INDIVIDUALISM WITH WALLPAPER PRINTING
Unbeatable: the trend of custom-printed wallpapers conti-

nues to reach new highs in interior design. More and more 

striking graphical patterns, poster sized photorealistic ima-

ges and peaceful stylish works of art are being digitally 

printed on wallpapers from the SIHL DESIGN2WALL collec-

tion. Quality, functionality and high aesthetic value are at 

the forefront of the SIHL products. With the new embossed 

variations of the existing SIHL Non-woven design2wall 
Aqua 180 matt 2510 SIHL expands on the existing Look & 

Feel through three unique surface designs, which are more 

or less heavily textured or structured: SIHL Non-woven 
design2wall Aqua 180 Leather 2530, SIHL Non-woven  
design2wall Aqua 180 Facets 2531 and SIHL Non-wo-
ven design2wall Aqua 180 Weave 2532. 

The “Leather” variation with its traditional leather em-

bossed structure, “Facets” with its original facets struc-

ture and the “Weave” with its very extraordinary weaved 

structure all offer a very interesting and optically different 

variation to the existing collection of SIHL DESIGN2WALL 

wallpapers - while offer all the same print and proces-

sing properties as the existing media. These specially coa-

ted and then embossed wallpapers are an environmentally 

friendlier alternative to the other embossed, PVC based 

wallpapers. The demand for embossed wallpapers is incre-

asing – especially in the USA and Russia. 

Eye-catcher thanks to striking optic
Embossed surfaces help prints achieve an exceptional ap-

pearance. The new variations have a very high quality coa-

ting for wide colour gamut and an excellent colour ren-

dering. The inks do not bleed, and an outstanding print 

image is created. Due to the flexibility of the coating no 

problems or damage occurs during printing or further pro-

cessing. The wallpapers maintain their physical properties 

and their good wet strength after the embossing. The only 

difference is the thickness of the wallpaper after embos-

sing, although due to the high surface weight of the ma-

terial and the thickness it most certainly reaches an ex-

cellent, level of opacity. Thus, enabling it to cover small 

uneven areas of wall surfaces very well. The embossed va-

riations can be hung easily, are simple to line up and repo-

sition, and when non-woven wallpaper paste is correctly 

used it can be removed again without any problems. Due 

to the high dimensional stability of the PVC-free material 

wallpapering is simplified enormously. In addition, all the 

products have a fire certification and extra surface protec-

tion in the form of a liquid lamination can be used in areas 

of high traffic (i.e. hotel corridors).

Detailed product information can be found at

www.sihl.com
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SIHL GLASS-FIBRE WITH FUNCTION
Robust, strong prints and simple to process: exactly 
how the digitally printable Sihl prepasted Glass-fib-
re wallpaper presents itself. In an actual project the 
wellness area of the Bayerischer (Bavarian) Hof in 
Bayreuth, unique feel-good atmosphere is achieved.

Every room offers a surface to expand creative, individual 

ideas. Alongside the colour orientation and the positioning 

of furniture, wallpapers - in particular the modern digitally 

printable wallpapers - have more and more to offer.

Coating specialist SIHL has a head start in the area of indi-

vidually printable wallpapers. A high quality leader with ad-

ded functionality is the Prepasted SYSTEXX Glass-Fibre 
design2wall Latex 280 matt 2520, which is a joint de-

velopment by Vitrulan and SIHL. The glass-fibre wallpaper 

with the matt coating is for printing with latex inks. The 

Aqua-paste-technology offers simple handling when wall-

papering and means that the wallpaper has the optimal do-

sage of paste, which can be activated on site with water. In 

addition to this, it is distinguished by its light cutting pro-

perties and a special coating for excellent image quality and 

durability.

Wallpaper with feel-good factor
All these advantages were seen during application and 

completion of the project in the wellness area of the Hotel 

Bayerischer Hof Bayreuth. The walls were decorated with 

forest images to compliment the peace and tranquillity. 

Combined with the tree trunk pillars and table decorations 

the unified, coordinated interior design invites you to linger 

and relax.

In total 60 square metres of wall space was decorated. The 

SIHL glass-fibre can be easily cut, therefore allowing opti-

mal positioning using the double-seam cut. With glass-fibre 

the seam is very homogenous and clean cut, meaning that 

it becomes invisible or hard to see: which was a proven ad-

vantage seen at the Bayerischer Hof, the wallpaper wasn’t 

cut in straight lines but the cuts could be made following 

the pattern in the image – and this is invisible.

As the SIHL Glass-fibre wallpaper shows no stret-

ching or shrinkage, the positioning on the wall is very 

straightforward. The practical additional benefits of the  

water-activated paste showed a clean wallpapering process 

with no excess paste oozing from the seams. Within weeks 

of the wellness area opening the Hotel management team 

was reporting positive feedback from guests, who are im-

pressed with the unique atmosphere created.

09 SUCCESS STORY
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OUTSTANDING DESIGN:
JULIFOLI® FINDS A NEW 
CLASSIC
2014 the two founders of JuliFoli®, Ina Braun and Ga-
briela Grassmann, first introduced their innovative, 
smart document holders to a wide public audience. 
They have succeeded in re-inventing a long-neglected 
office classic into a modern office organiser with intel-
ligent additional functions. The conception and gra-
phical implementation of the tear resistant ENDURO 
Ice gives the JuliFoli® document sleeves an attractive, 
high value “packaging” for important documents and 
records.

A trip to the USA and the inspiring influence of the lo-

cal Japanese trend shops gave way to the pioneering im-

pulse for the creative business idea. „We fell in love with 

the idea to make a smarter more individualist sleeve to 

replace the rather dull mostly transparent format,” says 

Gabriela Grassmann. Together with Ina Braun they imple-

mented the idea into reality. The two founders developed 

a product, that they had always missed while travelling 

and in their jobs in the creative industry: fully printed do-

cument holders, the special concept in combination with 

the outstanding graphics offers users diverse additional 

functions.

„With digital transition the archivability has changed. 

Many things are saved in the “Cloud” and no longer filed 

in folders in the office: with only very important docu-

ments are still being printed out. For this reason a solution, 

which not only provides protection and preservation but 

also other additional functions, was needed: for example 

a smart mobile daily aid for office, school and training”, 

explains Gabriela Grassmann, describing the conceptual 

approach.

In the search for the perfect material to implement their 

idea, many different papers and films were tested. Ulti-

mately the choice of ENDURO Ice, a special composite 

material, composed of a film core sandwiched between 

paper layers, was made. The elegant semi-transparent 

appearance of the tear resistant material, along with the 

durability and high optic look were the convincing factors 

for the final choice.

„We wanted document sleeves, which could achieve a vi-

sual gratification, to allow the quick finding of important 

documents and to give a high value to things that were to 

be handed over”, explains Grassmann.

Meanwhile there are various series of JuliFoli®-document 

sleeves, from a solid coloured sleeve with the possibility of 

individualisation using stickers, to sleeves with a city plan 

on them i.e. Paris, New York or Berlin. Through to learning 

aids, grammar (i.e. comma) rules, important mathematic 

formulas, periodic table, colour cycles or world flags. 

ENDURO Ice, from coating specialists Sihl – the Coating 

Company is produced in the plant in Düren are supplied 

and delivered with the “Made in Germany“ stamp, which 

continues to be the case throughout the further proces-

sing steps taken to become the final JuliFoli®-Document 

sleeve, which is also printed exclusively in Germany. The 

ENDURO material is supplied by Sihl GmbH directly to cho-

sen print providers. Where it is then printed and processed 

in accordance to the requirements set by Braun and Grass-

mann. The document sleeves are currently sold worldwide 

via stationery and office supplies wholesalers, as well as 

by various agents and marketers. In Germany some selec-

ted museum shops, stylish design and gift shops, as well 

as a few high quality office and stationery suppliers distri-

bute the end products too.

SIHL personally use ENDURO Ice sleeves for the distribu-

tion of samples and sales documents.

JuliFoli® offers enterprise customers the ability to create 

individualised sleeves in corporate design. The Bavarian 

5-star Spa hotel “Schloss Elmau” had a positive experi-

ence of this: „In-house, we put a lot of emphasis on de-
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tail. Stood at reception at some point I noticed that our 

guests were handed a lot of paperwork inside a shabby-

looking, standard document sleeve, upon checking in or 

checking out. This didn’t really reflect the high standards 

we set ourselves on a daily basis. Therefore we started to 

look for an attractive solution and we came across JuliFo-

li®”, explains Naomi Jödicke, Print & Online Publications 

Manager at Schloss Elmau. Together with Ina Braun she 

designed a JuliFoli®-sleeve in accordance with CI of the 

hotel. The anthracite coloured sleeve with the Schloss El-

mau elephant logo on the front quickly evolved into a va-

lued souvenir for guests. „Initially, the sleeves were only 

meant for use at reception, but through high requests 

we started to lay them out in the bedrooms, for guests 

to take and use how they wish.” Says Jödicke. Whether 

Barack Obama or Angela Merkel took any of the useful 

souvenirs during their stay for the G7 meeting, will how-

ever, have to remain a closely guarded secret.

And the creativity of the JuliFoli®-maker’s gushes further: 

„We are considering how we can further develop the Ju-

liFoli® in the future. A foreseen topic, whereby we will 

work closely with SIHL is a bio-degradable material. We 

want to provide our customers with an actual product, 

on which we can work every day to improve things for 

both people and the environment”, explain Grassmann 

and Braun.

Confirmation of this is already available: JuliFoli® won the 

innovation prize of „Product of the Year 2015” from the 

Verband der PBS-Markenindustrie (Association of PBS- 

Brand industry) and was nominated for the „German De-

sign Awards 2016”.

The starting material
ENDURO is a composite, combining a film core enclosed 

between paper layers. This allows ENDURO the best cha-

racteristics of paper combined with those of film: tear 

resistance, water-repellent and high durability – perfect 

for printing and further processing. Products made out 

of ENDURO are extremely long-lasting and even after 

lengthy use still maintain their first class appearance. 

ENDURO has the handling qualities of paper and can 

be printed using all standard printing technologies; it is 

available in transparent variety ICE, and in white, as well 

as with diverse functional properties, in weight ranging 

from 65 – 385 gsm.

11 NEW FROM THE COATING COMPANY

More information about JuliFoli®:

www.julifoli.de 

www.facebook.com/julifoli.germany

Email: hello@julifoli.de

Further information about ENDURO can be received 

from: 

Elisabeth Buchbinder 

Tel.: +49 (0)2421 - 597 397 

Mail: elisabeth.buchbinder@sihl.de
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12 PRODUCTS

NEW SIHL POSTER PAPERS - IMPRESSIVE EYE CATCHER TRIO
When it comes to impressive reproduction of art, graphics, 

photos or advertisements for indoor application, the SIHL 

poster papers offer the perfect solutions. New additions to 

the SIHL assortment of poster papers are the cardboard-

looking poster papers SIHL IvoryColor Paper 210 matt 
3294, SIHL TrueColor Paper 210 matt 3284 and SIHL 
TrueColor Paper 250 matt 3285, all of which are FSC® 

certified.

As indicated in the name the IvoryColor Paper 210 this 

neutral white, free of optical brighteners, paper offers a 

natural reproduction of colours that will amaze. The warm 

white, elegant matt, smooth surface finish allows lively co-

lours due to its wide colour gamut – based on high colour 

densities. The heavy surface weight increases the scope 

and allows a higher ink limit. Prints dry instantly and can 

therefore be processed immediately. Typical applications 

are in high quality image reproductions whereby particu-

lar attention is paid to long-lasting paper tone durability. 

These papers are also suitable for selected posters, graphic 

prints, greeting cards and advertising applications – thanks 

to the special coating which allows water and rub resistant 

prints which can be problem-free hot or cold laminated.  

Prints are guaranteed to attract attention
Lovers of bright white paper surfaces with a cardboard look 

will find the ideal counterpart with the FSC® certified hea-

vyweight TrueColor offsprings TrueColor Paper 210 matt 

and SIHL TrueColor Paper 250 matt. Both of which have 

been created especially for large poster printing, high qua-

lity greetings cards, menu cards, elegant-looking photo-

graphic prints, as well as for indoor advertising. The bright 

white poster paper is available in two different weights 

and thicknesses. 

Already known from the existing, lighter TrueColor papers 

the new, heavier variations have the same coating; deli-

vering even better properties thanks to the thicker base 

material higher ink saturation is possible, allowing a wi-

der colour gamut. The higher optical densities allow vib-

rant spatial prints that dry instantly. The lamination to light 

panels or similar materials of the waterfast prints is possib-

le, either hot or cold lamination can be used.
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